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Abstract
Spectrum tuning and meeting low power are the main challenges
in impulse radio ultra-wideband (IR-UWB) system while it has
the highest level of prospects in contactless and continuous vital
sign monitoring. In this paper, an IR-UWB transmitter is
designed for the most desirable feature of IR-UWB that is exact
spectral tuning along with the lowest energy consumption ever
reported which is solved using underdamped operation of an
RLC circuit incorporated with three step amplitude tuning.
Highly selective underdamped circuit is used to reduce the
sideband spectral component that reduces signal power and
hence energy consumption. Exact damping of oscillation is
implemented using negative impedance effect of a source
follower with positive feedback. Results of the presented design
are carried out in Advanced Design System 2009. Exact spectrum
generation with center frequency 5, 7 and 9GHz of 2GHz
bandwidth is tested. The maximum power transmission is set
below -41dBm per MHz and the energy consumption is only
3.51pJ per pulse per 1.2V supply.
Keywords: Impulse Radio, UWB, Gaussian Pulse, Bio-sensing,
Transmitter.

1. Introduction
Electromagnetic bio-sensors are showing the highest level
of prospects in contactless and continuous vital sign
monitoring. Such bio-sensing systems generally have two
parts: a sensor of some kinds and a communication
infrastructure such as transceiver and protocols to share
data collected by the sensor. Among different possible
sensing and imaging technologies, UWB detection and
imaging is preferable for non-invasive and contactless
biomedical sensing due to its resolution. It can be used for
a perfect radar that is possible to deploy for short range
detection (that offers contactless bio-sensing) and because
it has resistance to multipath (a consequence of its
resolution), it is possible to use for communication with
high speed; and both tasks can be performed using the
same design (i.e. same pulse shape, same frequency,
transmitted power) [1]. It is also beyond questioning the
impact of UWB radiation on health because UWB radar
sensing is possible with even approximately 1µW [2]
which is about three orders of magnitude lower than most

international standards for continuous human exposure to
microwaves. These issues make UWB as an appropriate
selection for bio-sensing. And to meet the low power
requirements, carrier less IR-UWB system is preferable.
Moreover, IR-UWB is an inherently duty cycled system
which allows to turn off the output of the transmitter
during the intervals between two impulses which reduces
average power consumption. In essence, IR-UWB
transceiver systems are getting popularity in the field of
contactless and continuous vital sign monitoring day by
day because of their suitability as a wearable and wireless
technology. However, the main problem yet with IR-UWB
is the exact controlling of output spectrum while meeting
the FCC mask and still offering low power consumption
for continuous monitoring.
During the past ten years after FCC (Federal
Communications Commission) permitted the commercial
development of UWB technology from 3.1-10.6GHz in
2002, more and more advancement have been attracted on
this rising technology. IR-UWB is a duty cycled system
and the most commonly used pulse shape is Gaussian pulse
because of its good performance in the frequency domain
[3]. But it is required to meet the FCC restrictions which
alternatively call for IR-UWB pulses of tight requirements
such as pulse width around 1ns and pulse amplitude less
than 1V. Early reported pulse generators (PG) used analog
techniques [4, 5] which do not meet the integration, low
power and low cost requirements. [6] reports 1.7ns,
313pJ/pulse Gaussian pulse generated and centred at 5GHz
with 550MHz bandwidth using complicated analog
topology causes consumption of high power. [7] presents a
traditionally modulated 17ns PG in 7-9GHz band with
programmable carrier where the pulse width would
extremely limit the data throughput when the same
transmitter would like to be used for detection and
communication. On the other hand, [8] reports a 2 nd
derivative Gaussian PG requiring off chip band pass filters
to deliver FCC compliant 1.5ns 63pJ/pulse over 0.5-5GHz.
And [9] and [10] present 4 and 8-delay cell type 5th
derivative all digital PG that will require very low chip
area but unfortunately would suffer from process variation
and have higher side lobe spectrum. [11] presents a 7 th
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TABLE 1: FCC power restrictions for indoor applications

derivative 4.7pJ/pulse Gaussian pulse generator
implemented by a 5th derivative digital circuit similar to
[9,10] along with a 2nd derivative RLC circuit which
although reduce low frequency spectral component but still
have high side lobe spectrum beyond 10.6 GHz even fails
to meet FCC mask beyond 10.6 GHz.
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IR-UWB transmitters are of great interest in bio-sensing
applications and a very simplified form of IR-UWB system
for heart rate monitoring is in general a transmitter
incorporated with a receiver section. In the transmitter, the
fundamental issue is a Gaussian pulse generator under FCC
power restriction [15] shown in Table 1 where the main
concern is yet to generate exact transmitting spectrum and
to meet ultra-low power consumption. The mathematical
expression for Gaussian pulse and its first and second
order derivatives are shown in Eq. (1-3). But the spectra of
these pulses shown in Fig. 1 do not meet the FCC
restriction. However, it is evident from Fig. 1 that if the
pulse is differentiated to higher orders, the centre
frequency of the pulse in frequency domain is shifted
without changing its total bandwidth and usually 7th order
derivative is required for meeting spectral restrictions.
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In this paper, an ultra-low power CMOS IR-UWB
transmitter is presented with exact spectrum tuning tested
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domain pulse per
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On the other hand, if the duration of the pulse in time
domain is increased by increasing σ in (1) as shown in Fig.
2 (sd1<sd2<sd3), the bandwidth is decreased and vice
versa. These phenomena are used in previous works [6-11]
for developing FCC compliant Gaussian pulse where
actually delayed version of digital pulses are stacked one
after another to form equivalent higher order derivative
signal. But implementation of higher order derivative of
Gaussian pulse in this manner has higher sideband spectral
components as shown in Fig. 3 and alternatively mitigates
the vantage of digital implementation regarding power.
One possible solution to this problem is to modulate the
Gaussian pulse with a carrier signal instead of derivatives
to have a precise spectrum.
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Fig. 4 Gaussian Pulse Generation
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Fig. 2 Pulse width vs. Bandwidth: (a) time and (b) frequency domain.

But modulating with a carrier signal will drastically
increase the power consumption in the transmitter unit.
The solution suggested in this paper is to use a highly
selective underdamped circuit creates less side band
spectral components compared to higher order derivatives
made by delayed version of digital signals as shown in Fig.
3. Moreover, in this technique, the bandwidth and the
centre frequency is possible to select precisely by
controlling the duration and oscillation of damping
respectively.
Fig. 5 Controlling pulse shape and the bandwidth varying R and C
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Fig. 3 Spectrum of digitally implemented and proposed Gaussian pulse

In this paper, at first the Gaussian like pulse is generated
combining the edges of digital signals as shown in Fig. 4
which then excites an under-damped RLC circuit for
generating modulated Gaussian pulse. The duration of the
pulse could be precisely controlled by R value. On the
other hand, oscillation frequency is controlled by varying
C value and the inductance is for high selectivity. However,
precision of R is difficult to attain in integrated circuits and
alternatively the controlling of spectrum is implemented
with active circuits using negative resistance concept. And
negative resistance is implemented by the phenomenon that
it is an incremental quantity i.e. an increment in voltage
would cause a decrement in current just inverse concept of
a resistive effect. This concept is implemented by a source
follower with positive feedback further discussed in 3.3.

Again, an FCC compliant IR-UWB transmitter could be
useful in sensing physiological information such as heart
rate and respiration. And based on this bio-information,
survivor detection in disasters and surveillance system are
possible to develop. The heart of an adult person if
considered as 12cm in length, 8 to 9cm in breadth and 6cm
in thickness [12], it can be approximated as a sphere of
radius 6cm. [13] presents the feasibility of heart rate
monitoring 15cm apart under FCC power restrictions
considering total attenuation of 30dB from body surface to
heart and heart to body surface again although this range
15cm could be increased to about 1m for gated pulse [11]
as presented in this paper still meeting the FCC
restrictions.

3. Transmitter Architecture
The block diagram of the transmitter proposed in this work
is shown in Fig. 6 comprised of 4 major parts: a) Gaussian
pulse generator, b) amplitude tuning, c) frequency tuning
and d) output buffer.
Gaussian
Pulse
Generator

Amplitude
Tuning

Spectrum
Tuning

Fig. 6 Block diagram of transmitter
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3.1 Gaussian Pulse Generation
Two categories of pulse generator exist: analog pulse
generators and digital pulse generators. [4] presents analog
pulse generator that employs square and exponential
functions of transistors biased in saturation and weak
inversion region respectively. The main disadvantage of
such pulse generators is the extremely low pulse amplitude.
On the other hand, digital pulse generators combine the
edge of a digital signal with its inverted version that
eliminates the problem of low amplitude of analog pulse
generators. In this paper, the Gaussian pulse is generated
with XNOR operation of a digital signal and its inversion
as shown in Fig. 7.

3.2 Amplitude Scaling
Amplitude tuning is optimised for meeting the FCC mask
and designed in this paper with common source amplifier
with current source load as shown in Fig. 8. Attenuation
for different transmission frequency band is different
which demands amplitude tuning to maintain FCC
restrictions. In this paper, the gain and hence the amplitude
is controlled with the trans-conductance (i.e. aspect ratio)
of MOSFET1-MOSFET6. Three step amplitude control is
obtained by applying 1 or 0 to the vctrl1-vctrl3 for three
band of testing spectrum centred at 5, 7 and 9GHz.
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Fig. 7 Pulse generator: (a) logic circuit, (b) CMOS circuit, (c) pulse
waveform.

3.3 Spectrum Tuning
Frequency tuning of transmitted pulse can be obtained by
digital or analog circuits. [9-10] present IR-UWB system
using digital circuits where 4 pulses are combined
successively to form fifth derivative of Gaussian pulse
which alternatively offers modulated Gaussian pulse
without a carrier signal. Moreover, this method eliminates
inductor for analog implementation and reduces the chip
area in a great manner. But unfortunately, this method
severely suffers from process variation and the signal
implemented by stacking digital pulses has higher sideband
spectral components which increase signal power. In this
paper, an underdamped RLC network is used for upconversion and spectrum control is realised using negative
impedance effect of a source follower with positive
feedback.
Negative resistance effect is implemented with the fact that
it is an incremental quantity, that is, if the applied voltage
increases, the current drawn by circuit decreases [14]. In
Fig. 9, a source follower with positive feedback is shown
for negative impedance realisation where if the input
voltage increases, so does the source voltage of MOSFET2,
decreasing the drain current of MOSFET1 which makes
the effect of negative resistance values as –(1/gm1+1/gm2)
as shown in Fig. 9. This active circuit implementation of
negative resistance would eliminate complexities in exact
R value integration as in many recent and past analog
approaches of Gaussian pulse implementation.

Fig. 8 Amplitude tuning circuit
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In Fig. 10(b), L1, gate parasitic capacitance of MOSFET4
and MOSFET5, depletion mode MOSFET9 combined
with negative resistance and C4/C5/C6 activated with
FCTRL1-FCTRL3 introduces the underdamped oscillation
characterised by exponentially decaying sinusoids already
shown in Fig. 5. The circuit is analogous to a parallel RLC
circuit shown in Fig. 5 fed by a current source which is the
amplitude tuning circuit in this case has the general
solution
for
the
transfer
function
variable

 

1 
 1
 2 RC  LC  . For underdamped operation,
2 RC


1/LC is set to be higher than (1/2RC) 2. So, the duration is
possible to control with resistive effect for a definite
bandwidth and then centre frequency of pulse is controlled
with capacitive effect using Fctrl1-Fctrl3 in the 3.1-10.6
GHz range while remaining RC value fixed.
s

1



2

(b)
Fig. 10 (a) RST signal logic circuit, (b) frequency tuning and
output buffer circuit

4. Results and Discussions
The IR-UWB transmitter is designed and simulated in
Advanced Design System 2009. Exact spectrum generation
for IR-UWB system is tested at 5, 7 and 9GHz centre
frequency meeting the FCC regulations with no static
current and only 3.51pJ/pulse/1.2V energy consumption. A
final Gaussian pulse shape of the transmitter unit at the
output of buffer circuit is shown in Fig. 11.
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Fig. 9 Active circuit for negative resistance realisation
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3.4 Buffer Circuit
Since, the transmitted power of IR-UWB is very low,
power amplifier is not essential. In this paper, an output
buffer is designed for generally two purposes: a) driving
the antenna and b) gated transmission. A cascode
arrangement is applied for antenna driving and inputoutput isolation. On the other hand, the gated transmission
is implemented with a PMOS switch (MOSFET8) in Fig.
10(b) which provides no static current consumption where
the RST signal generation is shown in Fig. 10(a).
Capacitor C3 is used to cancel out the noise generated from
switching on/off. Use of output buffer would decrease
average power of transmitted signal.
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Fig. 11 Gaussian pulse after frequency tuning and buffer circuit

The performance parameters of the transmitter are
summarised in Table 2 compared with previous works and
shows that this work offers comparatively low power
consumption with the lowest pulse amplitude and no static
current. Fig. 12(a)-12(c) shows the power spectral density
(PSD) with FCC masks and time domain presentations of
the generated Gaussian pulses by the proposed transmitter.
The amplitude is perfectly controlled for meeting the FCC
restrictions and bandwidth of the transmitting pulse is
possible to tune within the range 3.1-10.6GHz range. Since,
the duration of the pulse is also maintained low enough,
high data throughput is feasible too.
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TABLE 2: Comparison of parameters of proposed transmitter with
previous works

Duration
(ns)

Vpp
(mV)

Power
(pJ/pulse)

This work

3-10

2.75

137

3.51

[6]

5.1-5.6

1.7

250

313

[7]

3-10

17

200

40

[8]

0.5-5

0.8

330

63

[9]

3.1-10.6

0.77

66

5.1

[10]

3.1-10.6

2.4

148

58

[11]

3.1-5.1

0.8

500

4.7

-35
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Among the previous works, [11] presents the lowest
powered FCC compliant Gaussian pulse where 5th
derivative Gaussian pulse like signal is first derived from
digital circuits and further 2nd order RLC derivative circuit
is used for pulse shaping. But the PSD of the Gaussian
pulse signal of this work shows very large sideband
spectral component even sometimes fails to meet FCC
restrictions beyond 10.6GHz and reducing side lobe
spectral components can reduce energy consumption
further according to the concept that the total energy of a
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concentrate the spectral components of the transmitting
signal in the working band rather than distributed in the
lower and higher sidebands, we could be able to arrange
lower powered transmitting signal without losing the signal
strength in the operating band.
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On the other hand, [9] presents a 5.1pJ/pulse all digital
Gaussian pulse transmitter unit. But still the problem is
with remaining high side lobe spectral components. In the
work [9], because of the distribution of signal energy in the
side lobe spectral components, the maximum signal PSD is
about -55dBm/MHz only which is much lower than the
maximum allowable PSD of -41dBM/MHz by the FCC
restrictions. That is to meet the low power requirement of
the transmitted signal, the signal to noise ratio (SNR) is
compromised in [9] which is not desirable when the IRUWB transmitter is likely to be used for contactless biosensing where the SNR increases the distance of sensing
directly.
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Alternatively, in this work the low and high side lobe
components are carefully treated to reduce where the low
frequency side lobe spectral components are cancelled out
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using C1 in Fig. 10(b) and high frequency side lobe
components are carefully reduced using a high selectivity
LC circuit comprised of L1 and triggering C1, C2 and C3
for three center frequency 5, 7 and 9GHz. The results in
Fig. 12(a-c) show very low side lobe spectral components
which indicate the concentration of the signal energy in the
operating band and make possible the lowest energy
consumption per pulse i.e. only 3.51pJ/1.2V.

[7]

5. Conclusion

[10]

In this work, an IR-UWB transmitter is designed and tested
with the lowest energy consumption ever reported which is
only 3.51pJ/pulse/1.2V and has the option of spectrum
tuning in the range of 3.1 to 10.6GHz. Low energy
transmitting signal is realised in this proposed transmitter
by cancelling out the side lobe spectral components using
careful operation of LC filters. Such transmitters would be
efficiently applicable not only for bio-sensing such as heart
and respiration rate monitoring but also for rescue
operation in earth quake, surveillance system and in airport
check in/out incorporated with a receiver.
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